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Abstract: Spam reviews are increasingly appearing on the Internet to promote sales or defame
competitors by misleading consumers with deceptive opinions. This paper proposes a co-training
approach called CoSpa (Co-training for Spam review identification) to identify spam reviews by two
views: one is the lexical terms derived from the textual content of the reviews and the other is the
PCFG (Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars) rules derived from a deep syntax analysis of the reviews.
Using SVM (Support Vector Machine) as the base classifier, we develop two strategies, CoSpa-C and
CoSpa-U, embedded within the CoSpa approach. The CoSpa-C strategy selects unlabeled reviews
classified with the largest confidence to augment the training dataset to retrain the classifier. The
CoSpa-U strategy randomly selects unlabeled reviews with a uniform distribution of confidence.
Experiments on the spam dataset and the deception dataset demonstrate that both the proposed
CoSpa algorithms outperform the traditional SVM with lexical terms and PCFG rules in spam review
identification. Moreover, the CoSpa-U strategy outperforms the CoSpa-C strategy when we use the
absolute value of decision function of SVM as the confidence.
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1. Introduction

With the spread of the Internet and Web 2.0, it has been accepted that user-generated content
(UGC) contains valuable clues that can be exploited for various applications such as e-commerce [1],
tourism [2], software development [3], etc. Online reviews, which refer to UGCs of opinions of products
that users have purchased via e-commerce, are very popular nowadays. These reviews are widely
used by potential customers to seek opinions of existing users before making a purchase decision. For
example, if one has to choose between two products of the same type, he or she is very likely to buy
the product with more positive reviews from existing users. Therefore, positive reviews can boost
the reputation of a product and thus create a competitive advantage over other products. Negative
reviews can damage the reputation of a product and thus results in a competitive loss.

For this reason, some companies strive to advocate their products with positive reviews and
defame competitors’ products with negative reviews. Meanwhile, due to a lack of strict scrutiny,
anyone can write either negative or positive reviews on the Web with little payment but possible great
monetary gain. In the age of Web 2.0, this could cause a large amount of low quality and even deceptive
reviews of some products. In this paper, we use the terms “spam review” and “deceptive review”
interchangeably and define a spam review as those online reviews submitted by opinion spammers [4]
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to mislead customers for monetary purposes. Spam review here does not include advertisements and
meaningless fragments. In an e-commerce environment, most customers can rely merely on users’
reviews to decide whether or not the product is worthwhile. Thus, there are an increasing number of
customers who are worrying about fake or biased product reviews. This explains why spam review
identification has become an attractive problem in the research field.

To automatically identify spam reviews, Ott et al. [5] used LIWC2007 (Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count) software [6] to produce psychological features from reviews and combine these features
with n-grams to automatically categorize spam opinions using SVM as the machine learning classifier.
Their experiments on the spam dataset [5] reported that a combination of psychological features and
n-grams can produce accuracy as high as 90% in spam opinion categorization and is much better than
human judges of accuracy at 60%. They observed that truthful opinions tend to include more censorial
and concrete language than deceptive opinions and are more specific about spatial configurations.
Feng et al. [7] used not only part-of-speech (POS) features but also Context-Free Grammar (CFG)
features to improve spam review identification. Their experiments on four datasets—the spam
dataset, Yelp dataset, Heuristic TripAdvisor dataset, and Essays dataset—showed that the deep syntax
feature can significantly improve spam opinion detection in comparison with the baseline method of
combination of words and POS (part-of-speech) features. Similar work in the field of automatic spam
review identification includes Feng and Hirst [8], Zhou et al. [9], and Li et al. [10].

To train a model to identify spam reviews automatically, we need “enough” labeled reviews
to train a learning model to predict the labels of unlabeled reviews. However, in practice, the
labeled reviews are expensive to obtain because the task of labeling reviews is labor intensive and
time-consuming. This difficulty prompted Jindal and Liu [11] to simply use duplicate reviews as
spam reviews and Li et al. [12] to use heuristics to establish the golden set in automatic spam review
identification. However, it is well recognized that the unlabeled reviews data are more widely available
on the Internet and easier to obtain than labeled ones. For instance, on the Amazon website, there are
more than 10,000 reviews posted just in the electronics category each month [13] and there are about
225 million reviews in TripAdvisor [14]. For most of these reviews, we do not know exactly whether a
given product review is spam or not.

Inspired by this observation, we propose to use a co-training approach [15] to make use of
unlabeled data to improve the performance of automatic spam review identification in this paper.
We use two types of representations for each review: one is the lexical terms derived from textual
contents and the other one is the PCFG rules derived from deep syntax analysis of the reviews. We
note that the second view of the CoSpa algorithm is clearly independent of the first view, as the
PCFG rules are dependent on lexical terms to some extent. However, PCFG rules are proven to be
an informative source for identifying deceptive reviews in Section 3.1 because the sentences used in
deceptive reviews are somehow imaginative and different from those used in truthful reviews [16,17].
Previous studies [18,19] showed that if the independence assumption of the co-training approach is
violated, the co-training approach can yield negative results. However, our results show that co-training can
produce improvement in deceptive review identification even though the two views are not independent.
This is also validated by other researchers such as Wang et al. [20] in identifying event description and
Zhou et al. [21] in image retrieval. In fact, it is very difficult to obtain sufficient but redundant views in
real practice and to prove that two views are completely independent of each other [22].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3
presents our observation on the spam dataset and proposes the CoSpa algorithm with the CoSpa-C
and CoSp-U strategies. Section 4 conducts experiments on the spam dataset and the deception dataset.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Co-Training with Multiple Views

Co-training is one of the semi-supervised techniques, first proposed by Blum and Mitchell [15],
and has recently been extended into three categories: co-training with multiple views, co-training with
multiple classifiers, and co-training with multiple manifolds [23]. In this paper, we only use co-training
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with multiple (i.e., two) views for spam review identification. The formal framework of co-training
with multiple views can be defined as follows. Suppose we can use two feature sets X1 and X2 to
describe the same data point x. That is to say, two different “views” on x results in two vectors x1 and
x2. Further, we assume that the two views X1 and X2 are independent of each other and each view in
itself can provide enough information for classifying x. That is to say, if we use f1 and f2 to denote the
classifiers derived from the two views, then we may obtain f1px1q “ f2px2q “ l, where l is the true
label of x. In other words, for a data point x “ px1, x2q, if we derive two classifiers as f1 and f2 from
the training data, then f1px1q and f2px2qwill consistently predict the same label.

2.2. Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG)

A context-free grammar (CFG) can be described using a 4-tuple G “ pN, Σ, R, Sq, i.e., a finite set N
containing non-terminal symbols, a finite set Σ containing terminal symbols, a finite set R containing
rules of the form X Ñ Z1Z2...Zn , and X P N, n ě 0, and Zi P pN Y Σq for i “ 1, ..., n, S P N is a
distinguished start symbol [24]. For instance, the parse tree of the sentence “The rooms were spacious
and very fresh” is shown in Figure 1 using the context-free grammar provided by Stanford Parser [25].
Here, N = {S, NP, VP, DT, NNS, VBD, ADJP, JJ, CC, RB}, Σ = {the, rooms, were, spacious, and, very,
fresh}, S = S and R= {SÑNP VP; NPÑDT NNS; VPÑVBD ADJP; ADJPÑADJP CC ADJP; ADJPÑJJ;
ADJPÑRB JJ; DTÑThe; NNSÑrooms; VBDÑwere; JJÑspacious; CCÑand; RBÑvery; JJÑfresh}.

A PCFG consists of a context-free grammar G “ pN, Σ, R, Sq and, for each rule α Ñ β P R , we
have a conditional probability qpα Ñ βq of choosing rule α Ñ β in a left-most derivation, given that
the non-terminal being expanded is α. τG is the set of all possible left-most derivations (parse trees)
under the grammar G. For any derivation t P τG, yieldptq denotes the sentence s that is the yield of t.
We write τGpsq to refer to the set tt : t P τG, yieldptq “ su. That is, τGpsq is the set of all possible parse
trees for s. The basic idea in probabilistic context-free grammars is to find a ranking over all possible
parsed trees for sentence s in order of probability. That is, to find tmax “ argmaxtPτGpsqpptq to yield
sentence s. Usually, the CKY algorithm or the inside algorithm based on dynamic programming [24] is
used to solve the maximization problem.
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Figure 1. The parse tree of the sentence “The rooms were spacious and very fresh”.

In this paper, we follow Feng et al. [7] to use four different encodings of production rules based
on the PCFG parse trees as follows.

‚ Rule type 1: unlexicalized production rules (i.e., all production rules except for those with terminal
nodes). For instance, the rules of type 1 derived from Figure 1 are [S-NP VP; NP-DT NNS; VP-VBD
ADJP; ADJP-ADJP CC ADJP; ADJP-JJ; ADJP-RB JJ].

‚ Rule type 2: lexicalized production rules (i.e., all production rules). For instance, the rules
of type 2 derived from Figure 1 are [DT-The; NNS-rooms; VBD-were; JJ-spacious; CC-and;
RB-very; JJ-fresh].

‚ Rule type 3: unlexicalized production rules combined with the grandparent node. For instance,
the rules of type 3 derived from Figure 1 are [ROOT S-NP VP; S NP-DT NNS; S VP-VBD ADJP;
VP ADJP-ADJP CC ADJP; ADJP ADJP-JJ; ADJP ADJP-RB JJ].

‚ Rule type 4: lexicalized production rules (i.e., all production rules) combined with the grandparent
node. For instance, the rules of type 4 derived from Figure 1 are [NP DT-The; NP NNS-rooms;
VP VBD-were; ADJP JJ-spacious; ADJP CC-and; ADJP RB-very; ADJP JJ-fresh].
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2.3. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

As pointed out by Mihalcea [21] and Wan [26], co-training with SVM can produce promising
performance in word sense disambiguation and sentiment analysis. In this paper, we also investigate
whether it is effective for deceptive review deification. SVM is proposed by Vapnik et al. [27] as a
promising classification technique. It minimizes the structural risk rather than the empirical risk
in classification and is shown to provide higher performance than traditional learning classifiers.
Usually, SVM first maps the input data samples into a Hilbert space with higher dimensions than
that of the original one using kernel methods [28]. Then, it attempts to find a separating hyperplane
that maximizes the margin between positive and negative classes in the high-dimensional space by
solving a convex quadratic programming (QP) problem. The solution of the optimal hyperplane can
be expressed as a combination of a few data points in the input space called support vectors. Typically,
SVM as an optimal hyperplane problem can be written as follows:

minω,ξi
1
2

||ω||2
` C

ÿ

i

ξi, (1)

subject to

yipxi ˆw` bq ě 1´ ξi ξi ě 0,@i, (2)

Here, pxi, yiq (1 ď i ď l) are the l labeled data points, ω is the slope vector of the hyperplane and
ξi is the slack variable for the data point pxi, yiq. After the optimal hyperplane problem is solved, we
used the decision function f pxq “ sgnppω, xq ` bq to classify unlabeled data points. With the intuition
that the larger is the distance of a data point from the hyperplane, we are more confident in classifying
the data point with its label. We simply used the distance of a data point pxi, yiq to the hyperplane

pω, xq ` b, i.e.,
|pω, xq ` b|

||ω||
, as the confidence of pxi, yiq to be classified by SVM.

3. CoSpa—The Proposed Approach

3.1. Observation

Using the spam dataset provided by Ott et al. [5], we find there is actually a difference in
the expressions and PCFG rules used by deceptive and truthful reviews. Table 1 shows the
top 10 distinct words used by deceptive reviews and non-deceptive reviews with positive and negative
sentiment polarity.

We can see from Table 1 that the words occurring in deceptive reviews are almost completely
different from those occurring in truthful reviews. For instance, the words in negative deceptive
reviews are almost all general words used to describe a hotel living experience such as “smell”, “wife”,
“money”, etc., while for the negative truthful review, the words are more specific and include spatial
information such as “floor”, “wall”, “walk”, etc. However, we do not see obvious difference between
words in negative hotel reviews and positive hotel reviews. We also use a Wilcoxon signed-rank
test [29] to investigate the statistical difference between the top 100 words occurring in both deceptive
and truthful reviews. Table 2 shows the hypothesis testing results in comparing the words in different
paired sets of reviews.

We manually checked the occurrence of the top 100 PCFG rules occurring in the hotel reviews
and listed the top 10 distinct PCFG rules in Table 3. Those top 10 distinct rules were found by looking
for the different rules with most occurrences in deceptive and ruthful reviews.
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Table 1. The top 10 distinct words used by deceptive and truthful hotel reviews. N.D.: term occurring
in negative deceptive reviews; N.T.: term is occurring in negative true reviews; P.D.: term is occurring
in positive deceptive reviews; P.T.: term is occurring in positive true reviews.

Rank N.D. N.T. P.D. P.T.

1 Smell (116) Floor (136) Visit (121) Bathroom (116)
2 Luxury (86) Charge (121) Experience (104) Breakfast (106)
3 Recommend (76) Small (116) Luxury (104) Floor (95)
4 Suit (71) Water (79) Amazing (89) Park (89)
5 Wife (69) Wall (73) Husband (83) Bar (77)
6 Money (68) Phone (73) Food (81) Lobby (73)
7 Towel (67) Bar (72) Travel (72) Small (64)
8 Clerk (66) Shower (68) Wife (54) Concierge (60)
9 Weekend (65) Breakfast (65) Fantastic (49) Street (51)
10 Smoke (60) Walk (59) Vacation (45) Coffee (46)

Table 2. The Wilcoxon signed-rank in comparing the paired set of top 100 words in each category of
hotel reviews.

p-Value N.D. N.T. P.D. P.T.

N.D. - 0.05** 0.23 0.05**
N.T. 0.05** - 0.05** 0.25
P.D. 0.23 0.23 - 0.05**

**: strong evidence of significance of word difference.

Table 3. The top 10 distinct PCFG rules adopted in deceptive and non-deceptive hotel reviews. N.D.:
rule occurring in negative deceptive reviews; N.T.: rule occurring in negative true reviews; P.D.: rule
occurring in positive deceptive reviews; P.T.: rule occurring in positive true reviews.

Rank N. D. N. T. P. D. P. T.

1 VP VBD-was (2000) ROOT S-NP VP (1848) TO-to (1268) S S-NP VP (1219)
2 S S-NP VP (1870) S-NP VP (4004) S-VP (1260 ) NP PRP-we (886)
3 PRP$-my (737) VBZ-is (67) NNP-Chicago (565) NP-NNS (500)
4 NP PRP$-my (736) VP VBZ-is (631) NP PRP$-my (472) ADJP RB-very (371)
5 VBD-had (628) NP-NNP (596) VP SBAR-IN S (390) NP-NP (367)
6 VP VBD-had (626) NP CC-and (553) VP PP-TO NP (361) JJ-great (353)
7 S VP-MD VP (517) ADJP-RB JJ (531) PP NP-NN (356) NP NP-DT JJ NN (343)
8 VP-VP CC VP (510) PP NP-NN (526) NP-NP CC NP (313) PP IN-on (336)
9 VP PP-TO NP (509) NP-DT NN NN (509) VP-MD VP (310) NP NP-NN (344)

10 WHADVP-WRB (491) NP-DT NNS (493) VP-VB NP(303) VP PP-TO NP (335)

We can see from Table 3 that the PCFG rules with past tense appeared frequently in deceptive
reviews such as “VP VBD-was” and “VP VBD-had” to express the past experience of reviewers. For
instance, the PCFG rule “VP VBD-was” appeared in “The bed [was the most uncomfortable thing]
I have ever tried to sleep on”. In contrast, truthful reviews more often than not have PCFG rules
with present tense to describe some facts such as “VP VBZ-is” in the sentence “Thin walls, and you
could hear exactly what the next room [is talking about]”. Moreover, we also found that in deceptive
reviews, “VP (verb phrase)” occurred more frequently than “NP (noun phrase)” but in truthful reviews,
the opposite was true. For instance, the PCFG rule “VP-VP CC VP” frequently occurred in deceptive
reviews such as “only [to arrive and have] a room without a view . . . .” The PCFG rule “PP NP-NN”
frequently occurred in truthful reviews such as “ . . . the spa is a closet [with a massage table]...” We
conceive that for deceptive reviews, the reviewers wrote some imaginative information about the
hotel and thus used past tense verbs. However, for truthful reviews, the reviewers wrote about a real
experience at the hotel and thus used the present tense and noun phrases to make the review more
specific and with more details.
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We also used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to investigate the statistical difference in the
top 100 PCFG rules between different categories. Table 4 shows the significance level of each pair
of categories. It can be seen that there is no difference in PCFG rules between positive and negative
reviews but a significant difference between deceptive and truthful reviews.

Table 4. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing the paired set of selected top 100 PCFG rules in each
category of hotel reviews.

p-Value PCFG N.D. PCFG N.T. PCFG P. D. PCFG P. T.

PCFG N.D. - 0.05** 0.28 0.05**
PCFG N.T. 0.05** - 0.05** 0.31
PCFG P. D 0.28 0.29 - 0.05**

**: strong evidence of significance of rule difference.

3.2. The CoSpa Algorithm

The CoSpa algorithm, based on co-training and used to identify deceptive reviews, is shown in
Algorithm 1. With Line 1 to Line 2, we use the labeled reviews L to train the base SVM classifier with
two independent views on the reviews as lexical terms and PCFG rules. Then, with Line 4 to Line
8, we use the trained SVM classifiers to classify the unlabeled reviews in test set U’ and selected the
2n + 2p classified reviews from U’ to augment the training set L. Next, with Line 9, we fetch
2n + 2p reviews from the unlabeled set U to complement the test set U’. Finally, with Line 10, the base
classifiers are retrained using the augmented training set L.

Algorithm 1. The CoSpa algorithm without details on selecting classified unlabeled reviews in the co-training process.

Input:

L—a set of nL labelled reviews as deceptive or truthful;
U—a set of nU unlabeled reviews;
X1—the feature set of terms derived from the words in reviews;
X2—the feature set of PCFG rules derived from deep syntax analysis on reviews;
K—the number of iterations;
nU1 —the number of reviews U1 drawn from U;
n—the number of selected reviews which are classified as truthful;
p—the number of selected reviews which are classified as deceptive;
Y—the labels of reviews, i.e. Y “ tdeceptive, truth f ulu.

Output: two trained classifies f pKq1 : X1 Ñ Y and f pKq2 : X2 Ñ Y .
Procedure:

1. U1 Ð a set of nU1 reviews randomly sampled from U;

2. Train a classifier f p0q1 on the X1 view (i.e., word view) of L, and a classifier f p0q2 on the X2 view (i.e., PCFG rule view)
of L;

3. For t “ 1, ..., K iterations do
4. Use f pt´1q

1 to classify the reviews in U1;

5. Use f pt´1q
2 to classify the reviews in U1;

6. Select n reviews from U1 classified by f pt´1q
1 as truthful and p reviews from U1 classified by f pt´1q

1 as deceptive;

7. Select n reviews from U1 classified by f pt´1q
2 as truthful and p reviews from U1 classified by f pt´1q

2 as deceptive;
8. Add the selected 2n` 2p reviews to L and remove them from U1;
9. Randomly choose 2n` 2p reviews from U and move them to U1;

10. Retrain a classifier f ptq1 on the X1 view (i.e., word view) of L, and a classifier f ptq2 on the X2 view
(i.e., PCFG rule view) of L;

11. End for.

A problem with the CoSpa algorithm is how to select the 2n + 2p reviews from U’ to retrain
the classifiers f pKq1 : X1 Ñ Y and f pKq2 : X2 Ñ Y . That is to say, how to augment the training set L to
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update f pKq1 and f pKq1 in each iteration. To tackle this problem, we develop two strategies, CoSpa-C and
CoSpa-U, to select the classified reviews in U’ of each iteration purposely. The CoSpa-C strategy selects
the most confidently classified reviews by f pKq1 and f pKq2 to augment training set L. The confidence of
classified reviews were described in Section 2.2 by using the distance of the data point of the review to
the hyperplane of the trained SVM of the time. The CoSpa-U strategy adopts uniform sampling of
classified reviews in U’. After sorting the reviews in U’ by their confidences given by each classifier,
we randomly select n and p reviews according to their rankings in U’.

The details of CoSpa-C algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. With Line 2 to Line 5, we compute
the values of decision functions of f pKq1 and f pKq2 for the test review x’. If f pKq1 px1q is larger than zero,
then the test review x’ is classified to positive class in the view X1 Ñ Y . Otherwise, the test review
x’ is classified to negative class in the view X1 Ñ Y . By analogy, if f pKq2 px1q is larger than zero, then
the test review x’ was classified to positive class in the view X2 Ñ Y . Otherwise, the test review x’ is
classified to negative class in the view X2 Ñ Y . With Line 6 to Line 9, we sort the test reviews x’ in U’
in descending order by the confidence. Note that we have two sorted lists for the same test reviews x’
in U’. One is sorted by the confidence given by f pKq1 and the other is sorted by the confidence given

by f pKq2 . It is possible that some test reviews are sorted at top positions by both decision functions. In
this case, we add these test reviews to the training set L only once. That is to say, the number of test
reviews appended to L is smaller than 2n + 2p.

Algorithm 2. The CoSpa-C strategy.

Input:

f ptq1 — X1 Ñ Y a decision function learned by support vector machine as (ωptq1 ,bptq1 ) the trained classifier to label
unlabeled reviews as truthful or deceptive on the X1 view;

f ptq2 — X2 Ñ Y a decision function learned by support vector machine as (ωptq2 ,bptq2 ) the trained classifier to label
unlabeled reviews as truthful or deceptive on the X2 view ;
U1—a set of nU1 unlabeled reviews;
n—the number of selected reviews which are classified as truthful;
p—the number of selected reviews which are classified as deceptive;
Y—the labels of reviews, i.e., Y “ tdeceptive, truth f ulu.

Output: L1—a set of 2n` 2p reviews with highest confidence.
Procedure:
For each review x1 in U1 do;

Compute ω
ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 and ω

ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 ;

If ω
ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 < 0, then add x1 to L´1 ; else add x1 to L`1 ;

If ω
ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 < 0, then add x1 to L´2 ; else add x1 to L`2 ;

End for
Sort the reviews in L´1 and L`1 respectively in descending order according to the absolute value of ω

ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 ;

Sort the reviews in L´2 and L`2 respectively in descending order according to the absolute value of ω
ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 ;

Add the first n reviews in L´1 and p reviews from L`1 to L1 and remove them from U1;
Add the first n reviews in L´2 and p reviews from L`2 to L1 and remove them from U1;
Return L1.

The details of the CoSpa-U algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3. With Line 2 to Line 7, we
compute the values of decision functions of f pKq1 and f pKq2 for the test review x’ and sort the test reviews
by the confidence. With Line 8 to Line 11, we randomly sample n position from the list L´1 sorted by the
view X1 Ñ Y with negative labels and add these n test reviews to the appended set L’. With Line 12 to
Line 15, we randomly sample n position from the list L´2 sorted by the view X2 Ñ Y with negative
labels and add these n test reviews to the appended set L’. With Line 16 to Line 19, we randomly
sample p position from the list L`1 sorted by the view X1 Ñ Y with positive labels and add these p test
reviews to the appended set L’. With Line 20 to Line 23, we randomly sample p position from the list
L`2 sorted by the view X2 Ñ Y with positive labels and add these p test reviews to the appended set L’.
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Algorithm 3. The CoSpa-U strategy.

Input:

f ptq1 — X1 Ñ Y a decision function learned by support vector machine as (ωptq1 ,bptq1 ) the trained classifier to label
unlabeled reviews as truthful or deceptive on the X1 view;

f ptq2 — X2 Ñ Y a decision function learned by support vector machine as (ωptq2 ,bptq2 ) the trained classifier to label
unlabeled reviews as truthful or deceptive on the X2 view;
U1—a set of nU1 unlabeled reviews;
n—the number of selected reviews which are classified as truthful;
p—the number of selected reviews which are classified as deceptive;
Y—the labels of reviews, i.e. Y “ tdeceptive, truth f ulu.

Output: L1—a set of 2n` 2p randomly sampled reviews.
Procedure:

1. For each review x1 in U1 do;
2. Compute ω

ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 and ω

ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 ;

3. If ω
ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 <0, then add x1 to L´1 ; else add x1 to L`1 ;

4. If ω
ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 <0, then add x1 to L´2 ; else add x1 to L`2 ;

5. End for.
6. Sort the reviews in L´1 and L`1 respectively in descending order according to the absolute value of ω

ptq
1 x1 ` bptq1 ;

7. Sort the reviews in L´2 and L`2 respectively in descending order according to the absolute value of ω
ptq
2 x1 ` bptq2 ;

8. For i “ 1, ..., n
9. rris “

Y

Math.Randompq˚sizeO f pL´1 q
]

` 1;

10. End for.
11. Add all rristh reviews in L´1 to L1 and remove them from U1;
12. For i “ 1, ..., n
13. rris “

Y

Math.Randompq˚sizeO f pL´2 q
]

` 1;

14. End for.
15. Add all rristh reviews in L´2 to L1 and remove them from U1;
16. For i “ 1, ..., p

17. rris “
Y

Math.Randompq˚sizeO f pL`1 q
]

` 1;

18. End for.
19. Add all rristh reviews in L`1 to L1 and remove them from U1;
20. For i “ 1, ..., p

21. rris “
Y

Math.Randompq˚sizeO f pL`2 q
]

` 1;

22. End for.
23. Add all rristh review in L`2 to L1 and remove them from U1;
24. Return L1.

4. Experiments

4.1. The Datasets

We use two datasets in the experiments to examine the performances of the CoSpa algorithm in
spam review identification. The one is the spam dataset from Myle Ott et al. [5] and the other is the
deception dataset from Li et al. [30]. For each review, we conducted part-of-speech analysis, stop-word
elimination, and stemming and PCFG analysis. The part of speech of an English word is determined by
the Stanford POS Tagger (english-bidirectional-distsim.tagger), which is a probabilistic parts-of-speech
tagger and can be downloaded freely online [31]. We obtained the stop-words from USPTO (United
States Patent and Trademark Office) patent full-text and image database [32]. The porter stemming
algorithm is used to produce an individual word stem [33]. For each review, we extracted all of its
sentences using the sentence boundary determination method described in [34]. Finally, we use the
Stanford Parser [25] to produce the parse tree for each sentence. Tables 5 and 6 show basic information
about reviews in the spam dataset and the deception dataset, respectively. Although the deception
dataset also has a hotel category, we do not use this category in the experiment because the data in the
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category is actually a duplicate of that in the spam dataset plus deceptive reviews by experts and the
focus of the paper is not to identify deceptive reviews from experts but from ordinary people.

Table 5. The basic information about reviews in the spam dataset.

Polarity Category # of Hotels # of Reviews # of Sentences

Positive
Deceptive_from_MTurk 20 400 3043

Truthful_from_Web 20 400 3480

Negative Deceptive_from_MTurk 20 400 4149

Truthful_from_Web 20 400 4483

Table 6. The basic information about reviews in the deception dataset.

Subject Category # of reviews # of Sentences

doctor
deceptive_MTurk 356 2369

truthful 200 1151

restaurant
Deceptive_MTurk 201 1827

truthful 200 1892

The spam dataset contains 7677 lexical terms (words) and 43,519 PCFG rules including 3955 type
1 rules, 15,489 type 2 rules, 6830 type 3 rules, and 17,245 type 4 rules. The deception datasets contains
5160 terms (words) and 43,511 PCFG rules, including 3953 type 1 rules, 15,483 type 2 rules, 6830 type
3 rules, and 17,245 type 4 rules. Because Stanford POS Tagger adopts the Penn Treebank tagset [35] for
sentence tagging, we obtain 45 POS tags for each dataset. For the base SVM classifier, the linear kernel
pu ˚ vq1 is used to train the classification model because it has proved superior to non-linear kernels in
text categorization [36].

4.2. Experimental Setup

We see from Algorithm 1 that the CoSpa algorithm has three parameters to be tuned to investigate
its performance, i.e., the number of iterations, K; the number of selected reviews classified as truthful, n;
and the number of selected reviews classified as deceptive, p. We learned from Liu [37] and Hong [38]
that the proportion of selected negative reviews to selected positive reviews in co-training should be
equal to the proportion of negative reviews to positive reviews in the whole dataset. In our datasets,
we see from Tables 5 and 6 that the number of truthful reviews is equal to the number of deceptive
reviews in three out of four subsets, with the exception of the subset with the subject “doctor”. To
simplify, in the following experiments, we randomly select 200 deceptive reviews in the subset with
subject “doctor” and assign n as equal to p.

Thus, we devise two types of experiments to examine the performance of the CoSpa algorithm
using the above two datasets. The first one is to tune the number of iterations K while fixing n and p.
The second one is to tune the parameter n and p while fixing K. In the first experiment, we compare the
CoSpa algorithm with state-of-the-art techniques in spam review identification including SVM with
lexical terms (Term) proposed by Ott et al. [5], SVM with PCFG rules (PCFG) and POS tags proposed by
Feng et al. [7], and SVM with lexical terms and PCFG rules (Term&PCFG) proposed by Feng et al. [7],
as the baseline methods for comparison. We set n = p = 3 for the spam dataset and n = p = 4 for the
deception dataset and vary the number of iteration K from 1 to 30. A five-fold cross-validation is used
to average the performance. That is to say, we split the spam dataset into 320 reviews for training and
80 reviews for the test using five runs. In each run, we randomly select 5% of the data (16 reviews) for
classifier training and 15% of the data (48 reviews) for the test to stimulate the scenario of not enough
labeled data from the training split and the test split, respectively.

In the second experiment, we set K = 12 for the spam dataset because it has five runs and each
run contains 320 reviews of four hotels for training. The accuracies of the compared algorithms are
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averaged over the five runs. We also use 5% of the data (16 reviews) for classifier training and 15% of
the data (48 reviews) for testing. Thus for each fold, there are only 256 (320´64) reviews remaining in
U’ to be appended to the training set. If n is set as 5, that means we select 10 reviews for the negative
class and 10 reviews for the positive class to augment the training set. Thus, we can set the maximum
number of iteration K as 12 (i.e., t256/20u). By analogy, we set maximum K as 15 and maximum n
as 7 for the deception dataset.

4.3. Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the performances of the CoSpa algorithm with different number of iterations K
compared with the state-of-the-art techniques in spam review identification on the spam dataset (a)
and the deception dataset (b). We can see from Figure 2 that, without co-training, on the spam dataset,
using the feature set by combining word terms and PCFG rules produced the best performance at
0.793. The feature set with PCFG rules produced better performance at 0.776 than that with purely
word terms at 0.775. For the deception dataset, we see that using the feature set by combining word
terms with PCFG rules produced the best performance at 0.818. Meanwhile, the feature set with PCFG
rules produced better performance at 0.806 than that with purely word terms at 0.780. This outcome
is consistent with that of Feng and Hirst [10], who used PCFG rules as a complementary feature set
for terms to improve the performance of spam review identification. However, we here find that
using PCFG rules alone can also produce at least comparable performance to that of terms alone. This
finding also provides us with an incentive to use co-training in two views, the lexical term feature set
and the PCFG rule feature set.
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Figure 2. Performances of the CoSpa algorithm with different K compared with the baseline methods.

To better illustrate the effectiveness of each method in Figure 2, the classic non-parameter
Mann–Whitney U test [29] is employed to examine the statistical significance of performance difference.
Table 7 demonstrates the results of the Mann–Whitney U test for the performance of the CoSpa
algorithm and other baseline methods on accuracies of spam review identification in the spam and
deception datasets. We use the accuracies of each method performing on all five runs for comparison.
The following codification of the p-value in ranges was used: “>>” (“<<”) means that the p-value
is lesser than or equal to 0.01, indicating strong evidence that the target method outperforms the
compared method; “<” (“>”) means that the p-value is bigger than 0.01 and minor or equal to 0.05,
indicating weak evidence that the target method outperforms the compared baseline method; “~”
means that the p-value is greater than 0.05, indicating that the compared methods do not have
significant differences in performances.
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Table 7. The performances on accuracies of the CoSpa algorithm compared with the state-of-the-art
methods on spam review identification in the spam and deception datasets.

Dataset Method Pair K = 1 K = 5 K = 10 K = 15 K = 20 K = 25 K = 30

Spam

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term&PCFG > >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-C < < ~ << << << <<

Term with CoSpa-U vs. Term >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. Term&PCFG >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U < < << << << << <<

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

Deception

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG < ~ >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term&PCFG << ~ > >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-C > >> ~ << << << <<

Term with CoSpa-U vs. Term >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG >> >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. Term&PCFG > >> >> >> >> >> >>

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U < < << << << << ~

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

With co-training, firstly, we see that on the whole, the CoSpam algorithm produced better
performance than those classifiers without co-training. On both the spam and deception datasets,
we see that CoSpam-U algorithm produced better performance than the Co-Spam-C algorithm. We
calculated that the CoSpam-U strategy has produced on average 5.68% improvements in accuracy in
comparison with the CoSpa-C strategy on the spam dataset. On the deception dataset, the average
improvement is 6.73% on accuracy. When using SVM as the base classifier in co-training, those
data points with higher confidence appended into training set L are not necessarily the “optimal”
choices [22] because those confidently classified reviews are farthest to the hyperplane of SVM with a
small probability of updating the support vectors in the next iteration. However, when the uniformly
random strategy is adopted, those data points, which are near the hyperplane of the time and with
a large probability of updating the support vectors in the next iteration, are also appended into the
training data set L. Note that despite that, noise or outlier data points will also be appended into
the training data set in the uniform random strategy. However, because the accuracy of the current
iteration is more than 80%, we can deduce that more “normal” data points were appended in to the
training dataset L than noise or outlier data points. We admit that, at this time, we do not have a better
strategy in selecting data points from U’ to be appended into the training set L. On the one hand, we
need to make sure that the appended data points are not noisy instances or outliers. On the other hand,
we also need to make sure that those appended data points will improve the performance of the SVM
classifier in the next iteration by updating its support vectors.

Secondly, we see that at the starting iterations, the performances of both the CoSpa-C and CoSpa-U
strategies improve gradually. However, after about 10 to 15 iterations, the performances of the CoSpa-C
and CoSpa-U strategies become stable. During the first iterations, the appended data points from U’ to
L provides some new knowledge for the SVM classifier to learn. However, after a number of iterations,
the knowledge inherent in the remaining data points in U is similar to the knowledge learned by the
current SVM classifier, thus making it stable.

Thirdly, we see that for both the CoSpa-C and CoSpa-U algorithms, the feature set of PCFG rules
outperforms the feature set of word terms. This outcome can be attributed to the fact that initially,
without co-training, the performance of PCFG rules is slightly better than that of word terms. Thus,
we argue that the initial performance of a base classifier is crucial to the performance of co-training
exhibited in the following iterations.

Figure 3 shows the performance of the CoSpa algorithm when setting a different number of
selected reviews classified as truthful n and deceptive p. Table 8 also shows the significance test by
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Mann–Whitney U test on accuracies between the compared methods in identifying spam reviews
using the same codification as used in Table 7. We can see from Figure 3 and Table 8 that when we vary
the number of selected reviews to augment the training data, the accuracies of both Spam-C and Spam
U increased firstly and then decreased after a critical number. For the spam dataset, the critical number
is 3 and for the deception dataset the critical number is 4, in that the size of the deception dataset for
training is larger than that of the spam dataset. At the beginning stage of co-training, the performance
of both CoSpa-C and CoSpa-U algorithms is boosted because those selected reviews added some new
knowledge to retrain the classifier. However, when the number of selected reviews became larger than
the critical numbers, most knowledge that can be learned from the dataset has already been captured
by the existing training data. Thus those appended data after the critical number become redundant
and are not necessary to boost the performance of the classifier. We also see from Figure 3 that the
CoSpa-U strategy outperforms the CoSpa-C strategy with both the term set and the PCFG feature
set. Moreover, in both datasets, the PCFG feature set outperforms the term feature set. The same
explanation for Figure 2 can be used here.
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Figure 3. Performance of the CoSpa algorithm with different n = p compared with different strategies.

Table 8. The performance accuracies of the CoSpa algorithm with different strategies for selecting
classified unlabeled reviews.

Dataset Method Pair n = p = 1 n = p = 2 n = p = 3 n = p = 4 n = p = 5 n = p = 6 n = p = 7

Spam

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term with CoSpa-U << << << << << - -

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-C << << < < < - -

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U > >> >> >> >> - -

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. Term with CoSpa-U << << << << << - -

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << - -

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << < << << << - -

Deception

Term with CoSpa-C vs. Term with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-C << << << << << << <<

Term with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. Term with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

PCFG with CoSpa-C vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

Term with CoSpa-U vs. PCFG with CoSpa-U << << << << << << <<

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we propose co-training for spam review detection by using two “views” for each
review: one is the shallow lexical terms derived from the textual content and the other is the PCFG
rules derived from a deep syntax analysis of the review. The three main contributions of the paper can
be summarized as follows:
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‚ Firstly, using the spam dataset, we came up with the observation of difference on lexical terms
and PCFG rules distributed in deceptive and truthful reviews.

‚ Secondly, we proposed the CoSpa algorithm based on a support vector machine to implement
co-training using two representations for each review, lexical terms and PCFG rules. Further, we
proposed two strategies, Co-Spa-C and CoSpa-U, to select informative unlabeled data to improve
the performance of the CoSpa algorithm.

‚ Thirdly, we conduct experiments on the spam dataset and the deception dataset to propose the
CoSpa algorithm and other baseline methods. Experimental results demonstrate that both the
CoSpa-C and CoSpa-U strategies outperform a traditional SVM with lexical terms or PCFG rules
in spam review detection. The CoSpa-U strategy outperforms the CoSpa-C strategy in spam
review identification. The representation using PCFG rules outperforms the representation using
lexical terms. We explain the experiment outcome in the paper.

Inspired by the outcome of the experiments, in the future, on the one hand, we will introduce
data editing techniques [22] to the CoSpa algorithm to select the most informative unlabeled data for
retraining the classifier to improve spam review identification to the greatest extent. On the other
hand, we will study the sentiment analysis [39] of the reviews, especially on negation detection [40],
and combine them to enhance spam review identification.
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